Consigned by Shadowgait Farm, Thomas G. Morgan, Montezuma, IN

DUCES TECUM
(Indiana Sired and Bred)

BROWN Filly; Foaled June 25, 2012; Brand 2KA75

Proud To Swim Home 2,2:07.3................. Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

DUCES TECUM

Dream Of Becca ................................. Valley Victory 3,1:55.3

Elkco’s Hoof Beats ............................... Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f

By PROUD TO SWIM HOME 2,2:07.3 by Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2. At 2, winner KYFS at Lexington in only lifetime start. Half-brother to SOULFUL DELIGHT 3,1:55.1 ($342,902) and to LIKE A DREAM 4,1:56 ($886,144). Three-quarter blood brother to TOM RIDGE 3,1:50.2 ($886,144). Proud To Swim Home’s oldest foals (crop of 6) are two-year-olds in 2013 including Channel Swimmer.

1st Dam
ELKCO’S HOOF BEATS by Kill The Trainer p,3,1:52.4.

This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
FOR SELFISHREASONS by Albatross p,4,1:54.3f. At 3, race timed 2:07.2h. Dam of 8 foals, 6 raced, 3 winners.

ELKCO’S BEAUTY p,3,1:57.2; 1:52.1 (m, Sammy Blue Chip) ($77,780). At 2, third in ISS at HOP and race timed 2:00.4. At 3, winner of $12,500 INSS, leg of IS 30 at HOP and INFS at Grethen (elim. and Final); second in 2 legs of IS at HOP; third in $77,500 INSS Final, INSS at HOP and 3 legs of IS at HOP and in ISS at HOP.

SELFISH SAMANTHA p,3,1:58; 3,1:57 (m, Sammy Blue Chip) ($45,584). 13 wins. At 3, second in INFS at LaPorte.

Selfish Storm p,2,2:00.2 (h, Storm Damage) ($5,600). 1 win.

3rd Dam
TIMES A FLEEING p,3,2:05.2f; 4,T1:58.4 ($20,125) by Race Time p,3,1:57. Full sister to the dam of FORTITUDE HANOVER p,1:52.4 ($448,997), CONDITIONAL p,1:54.3 ($651,758), etc. From 10 foals, dam of:

FLEETROS RAINBOW p,2,2:02.2f; 3,1:53.3; 4,1:52.3 (r, Albatross) ($148,293). At 3, Open winner; second in MSRF; third in leg of Walt Whitman Series. At 4, Open winner.

NO TOWEL NEEDED p,2,1:58f; 3,1:55.3f; 1:54.3f (h, Beach Towel) ($70,182). At 2, third in Reynolds Memorial; race timed 1:56.4f.

SANGRIA RED p,2,2:00; 3,1:58.3f; 4,1:55.1 (m, B.G.’s Bunny) ($106,388). At 2, winner of NJSS; second in NJSS. Dam of SAN DIEGO HANOVER p,1:51.1 ($292,938), ST. EMILION HANOVER p,1:52.3 ($243,109), and SAUVIGNON HANOVER p,4,1:57.4h ($77,893).

ROMAN NUMERAL p,2,2:04.1f; 3,2:04h; 1:58.4 (m, Nero) ($21,267). Dam of HI RANKIN LADY p,1:59.3f ($28,822). Southgates Rainbow p,4,2:00.3f (m, Albatross) ($13,386). Dam of LUKES ARISTODE p,3,1:57h ($29,226).

4th Dam
HELEN JANE p,3,2:05.2f by Dancer Hanover p,4,T1:56.4. Sister to CAY p,2,2:05.2f; 1:59.2 and LADY FERMAN p,1:59.4f. Dam of:

TIMES A FLEETING p,3,2:05.2f; T1:58.4 (Race Time). As above.

FUTURE TIME p,3,1:55.1f; 1:59 (Race time) ($45,759). 11 wins. Dam of 6 in 2:00, including FORTITUDE HANOVER p,1:52.4 ($448,997), CONDITIONAL p,1:54.2 ($51,756). NEW ISSUE p,1:55.1, FORTUNES CHOICE p,1:55.1f, PERSPICACIOUS p,1:58.2f and FESTIVAL HANOVER p,3,T1:59.3. Granddam of COMPLEX BLUE CHIP p,3,1:52.1, FIORELLO BLUE CHIP p,1:52.3f ($740,748), CHECK THIS OUT p,1:53.1 ($140,389), etc.

CONSERVATIVE p,3,2:03.3f; 1:59.4f (Windshield Wiper) ($30,112). 6 wins. Tarpias p,3,2:04; T2:00.4 (Tarport Adios). Dam of CHAMPAGNE DANCER p,3,1:58.2f ($78,032).

Kelly Y. (Race Time). Dam of RACING MACHINE p,1:54.2 ($335,594), PLOWHAND p,1:55.3h and YOUNG SCOOTER p,3,1:55.4f ($86,597).

My Parade (Precious Fella). Dam of ACTON ANGEL p,1:58.4f.

ENGAGEMENTS
Indiana Sires Stakes - Indiana Fair Stakes - Mini Series - ISA Elite - Indiana Bred Late Closers